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A fundamental component of any dialogue system is the interaction manager [4], whose primary task is to carry out action selection: that is, based on the current state of the interaction and of the world, the interaction manager makes a high-level decision as to which spoken, non-verbal, and task-based actions should be taken next by the system as a whole. In contrast to more formal, descriptive accounts of dialogue (e.g., [1]), which aim to model the full generality of language use, work on interaction management has concentrated primarily on developing end-to-end systems and on evaluating them through interaction with human users [7].

A number of toolkits are available to support the construction of such end-to-end dialogue systems [2, 3, 8, 9, 13, 14, 17]. Such toolkits generally incorporate three main features. First, they provide a representational formalism for specifying states and actions. Second, the state/action representation is usually tightly linked to the reasoning strategy that is used to carry out action selection. Finally, most include a technical framework for modular system development. While these features clearly simplify the task of implementing individual end-to-end systems, the fact that the features are so tightly connected complicates the task of comparing representational formalisms or reasoning strategies: in general, to carry out such a comparison, there is no alternative but to re-implement the entire system across multiple frameworks [e.g., 11].

The overall problem of selecting high-level actions for an intelligent agent is not unique to dialogue systems, but is a problem addressed in a variety of research communities including automated planning. In automated planning, the emphasis is on applying problem-solving techniques to find an ordered sequence of actions (a
plan) that, when chained together, will transform an initial state into a state where a set of specified goal objectives are achieved.¹

One important feature of much planning research is that the tools developed by this community usually support one of a number of common representation languages such as PDDL [10], PPDDL [18], or RDDL [16], among others. Many of these languages have been developed or extended as part of the International Planning Competitions (IPC) [5, 6], which have run approximately every other year since 1998 within the context of the International Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling (ICAPS). Even when a planner implements its own representation language, which may differ (usually syntactically) from the standard planning languages, additional work is often performed to establish the relationship between such languages and the more common representations.

These activities have led to important benefits for the planning community. First, by adopting common representations, the task of modelling a planning domain can be separated from the task of implementing an efficient engine for solving problems in those domains. This allows different planning engines to be developed and directly compared, either quantitatively or qualitatively, on a common set of inputs (i.e., planning problems). Second, planning domains and planning engines can be shared, leading to the development of common benchmarks for future planning systems, as well as an improvement in the baseline systems that can solve problems in these domains. Indeed, the success of the IPC has produced an extensive collection of planning domains which have been used for such tasks.² Finally, the representation languages themselves—and the planning problems they support—can be studied and compared, leading to a better understanding of the complexity of particular classes of domains and problems [15], and the tradeoffs of using one language over another.

Within the dialogue systems community, the diversity of approaches has had the result that, while it is common to compare interaction management strategies within a single framework, it is relatively uncommon to compare the representational ability and reasoning performance across different frameworks. (One exception is [11] which carried out such a comparison, but which required the entire dialogue system to be implemented separately in each formalism.) As a result, we believe that the experiences of the automated planning community could be applied within the dialogue systems community, leading to similar positive results—and closer links between these two research fields.
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¹ This differs somewhat from the task of interaction management, where the goal is (usually) to find the next system action, rather than a complete action sequence. However, note that a system that is able to achieve the latter can also be used in the former context (see, e.g., [12].)
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